Korea and Japan
Our trip to Korea involved eight people: my wife, my son and daughter-in-law, their two sons,
and my daughter-in-law’s parents, both of whom speak Korean fluently. After more than a week
in Korea, six of us flew to Japan, my daughter-in-law’s parents staying behind in Korea.

June 1, 2019

Our flight is scheduled for tomorrow. We go to Denver first, and then via a tight connection,
we’re scheduled to fly to Tokyo. Then a layover. And then on to Seoul. I’m really not looking
forward to the long flight across the Pacific. For the first time in my life I’m going to take a
sleeping pill - an Ambien - in the hopes of it allowing me to get some zzz’s. It’s been reported
to cause temporary amnesia or worse. We’ll see.
Meanwhile I’m almost all packed. We’re trying to go with carryon bags. That means packing
light. It’s a 15 day trip so we’ll have to wash some things halfway through. That may pose some
diﬃculties in countries in which you can’t read the instructions.

June 2 - Sunday

Up at 6:30 AM. John, our Wingz driver responsible for the trip to the airport, arrived exactly at
our agreed upon time of departure. We had been informed
before we left that the flight from Austin to Denver was to leave
on time but when we arrived at the airport there were storms
and consequently delays. All that wasn’t a concern because
the departing Tokyo flight from Denver was also reported late.
They claimed that it was because of “maintenance” issues. In
fact, our original plane never arrived. But that wasn’t an issue
for us. They flew in a substitute from Germany. Our wait at the
airport passed quickly because we camped out in the United
lounge for a bit more than an hour.
Denver to Tokyo on a Dreamliner (Boeing 787) was much more
comfortable than I had anticipated. A previous trip on the same
model across the Atlantic didn’t live up to the hype that
surrounded the airplane. The big windows and the higher cabin
pressure didn’t seem to improve matters on previous flights.
But for what ever reason, this time was diﬀerent, and much
more pleasant. The food, however, wasn’t stellar. I ordered and
consumed a weird Japanese meal. I waited an hour after eating
and took an Ambien. I lay back awaiting an instant trip into
unconsciousness. And I waited. No luck. I finally got to sleep a
few hours later. But the rest was refreshing, perhaps because
of the drug. We landed in Norita Airport with plenty of time to
catch the flight to Seoul (I got a few hours more shuteye on
that short jaunt). Upon arrival we caught a taxi to the Marriott
Courtyard hotel.

June 3

View out the Window of
the Seoul Marriott.

We went to bed at midnight, Korea time and slept until 6. So far no ill eﬀects of the jetting half
way across the world. Or the drug. Perhaps I’ve forgotten. The weather out the hotel window
looked promising, and the eight of us agreed to meet up at 9:00 for breakfast.
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After eating we began a walking tour of central Seoul. I brought along my camera but after
attempting the first shot I found that I had left the memory card at home. I had failed to remove
it from my computer. Our walking tour encountered another problem. One of the palaces we
had planned on visiting was closed on Tuesdays. We went to another, quite beautiful, but sadly
I couldn’t take photos. After lunch I picked up a 64 gbyte card from a camera store across the
street from the hotel.
The highlight of the day was dinner at the hotel. It was quite unusual - one of the most
impressive buﬀets I’d ever encountered. The food was an eclectic mix of Western, Indian,
Chinese, Japanese, and who knows what cuisines. All dishes were delicious, carefully
prepared, and attractively presented. I went back for four plates worth and one more for
dessert. After eating we walked back to our hotel and quickly fell asleep - despite our full
bellies.

June 4

On to the DMZ! Because we had to leave early and because the bakery across the street was
not yet open (see June 8), we ate buﬀet style at the hotel. It was great. It should have been for
$30/per person. Our bus picked us up at the hotel
for an hour and a half ride to the DMZ. Upon
arrival, we had to pass through a checkpoint
where a south Korean soldier boarded our bus and
briefly glanced at our passports. After a stop or
two we reached our destination: the infamous third
invasion tunnel. Built by the North after the
armistice was signed, the third was one of about
20 that were dug in preparation for an invasion.
Only four have been found so far. The North
Koreans first denied that they were responsible for
any of them. And when that didn’t float they said
that they were digging them in order to mine coal.
But that also didn’t make sense since because
there’s no coal deposits in that area (they went so
far as to put some charcoal in the ceiling of the
Sign at the DMZ.
tunnel in an eﬀort to convince the world that they
had actually discovered some coal). Their final tale
was that the tunnel was built by the South in order to
invade the North.
The South has now made a tourist attraction of the
site. They constructed an interceptor tunnel so
that tourists could visit the North’s borings. It was
drilled by machine, is well lit, 7 feet high, and lined
with concrete. It goes down at an 11 degree angle
and is about 350 meters long. It diﬀers by quite a
bit from the North’s tunnel it intercepts. The
invasion tunnel’s height varies between five and
six feet. It’s flat, narrow, damp, and dark. It was
dug by hand with the aid of a little dynamite. They
gave us yellow helmets. I needed one. Even with
my body bent over at a severe angle, I repeatedly
hit my head on the uneven granite ceiling. After 100
yards or so of cerebral abuse, I turned around. I
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Diagram of Tunnel Three.

reasoned that the only thing that I was going to see
if I kept on was more of the same. And the journey
wasn’t well suited for the health of my back.

View of North Korea From the
DNZ.

Going up the 11 degree incline back to the parking
lot was good exercise. Once in the light, we got
back on the bus to visit one remaining and bizarre
attraction - a ghost train station. Back when George
Bush 43, was president he made a state visit to the
ROK to celebrate the completion of a station where
South Koreans could embark on a trip to the North.
The only problem is that no trains were running
then, none are running now, nor do any look to be
operating in the near future. North Korea doesn’t
allow visitors. Despite that, the station appears as if

all ready to be used. There’s a ticket
agent and turnstiles at the ready.
We made our way back to the city
shaking our heads - and not because
of the battening from the tunnel. After
a Korean dinner we took a Seoul
stream walk, a beautiful path along
side a lazy brook, an escape from the
city’s frantic pace. Then on to a
typical narrow pedestrian street that
branches oﬀ one of Seoul’s major
thoroughfares where I indulged in my
favorite Korean dish - jaepchae:
sweet potato noodles, onions, thin
cut carrots, and mushrooms, all
covered with a plentiful helping of
sesame oil. It was OK, but my
daughter-in-law’s mother makes a much
better version.

Rice Paddy.

June 6

A walk through the Namdaemun area was fun. The section was more like a typical Asian city
than the rest of Seoul with thousands of little shops selling all kinds of items, including goodies
to eat. Most non-food items including shirts, pants, belts, dresses, and the like seemed priced
at 10,000 won, about $10.
We ate lunch at a restaurant owned by one of our group’s relatives. What a spread! Multiple
courses added to my growing girth. After lunch the owner drove us around to show us some of
the sites. We ended up at the massive Coex shopping mall. In it was an aquarium and a
multitude of high end shops. But the surprise was the presence of a public library inside the
mall! And what a structure. It was installed as an attraction because the center was losing
customers. And judging from the vast numbers of visitors, it was fulfilling its mission. As far as I
could judge, all the books were in Korean. The shopping center was overflowing with young
people.
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June 7

We took two trips today. The first was
to the Gyeongbokgung Palace (say
that three times fast). The second, the
Lotte Shopping Plaza. The Palace
grounds are huge, and the buildings
striking. The complex was built in the
fourteenth century, burned down in
the sixteenth, rebuilt a few hundred
years later, and then destroyed by the
Japanese during their occupation in
the 20th century (1910 to 1945).
Restoration has been going on for 30
odd years. We caught a view of the
changing of the guard (according to
Wikipedia, it occurs every hour
between 10AM and 3PM). One
building that was particularly attractive

Public Library in the Corex Mall.

was
the magnificent dining complex. Among the crowds
were hundreds of visitors dressed up in traditional
Korean costumes (Later, in Japan, were happened
upon people who were similarly dressed, although in
Japanese costumes. Our guide told us that they were
generally not natives, but Chinese tourists. I’m not sure
about the ones in Korea). The size of the site made it a
bit tiring to fully navigate, but it was definitely worth a
visit.
The Lotte center was
a surprise. As it
happened we didn’t
do any clothes
shopping – a little
too expensive for our
pockets. But we did
spend a couple of
hours eating in the
basement. These
basement eating
establishments and
specialty food shops
appear to be a
Gyeongbokgung Palace
characteristic feature
of large department
stores in Korea and Japan. They’re a wonderful culinary
experience! There’s nothing like them back home. They
house dozens of ultramodern stalls selling beautifully
prepared foods, mostly Asian. I indulged in a variety of dishes,
all delicious.
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Traditional Dress

Seoul Mountain View

June 8

Breakfast for the last few days has been at the
Queens Bakery, across the street from the hotel. It’s
another example of the excellence of Korean
cuisine. A great variety of foods, not only breads,
rolls, and cakes, were beautifully packaged. In
addition there were sausages encased in sweet
rolls and a corn cheese concoction. Those dishes
that required heating were microwaved on request.
Customers would grab a tray upon entering, and
place their choices on it using a supplied set of
tongs. There were a few tables and chairs in the
back, and we enjoyed several delightful breakfasts
on two or three occasions. And it was not too
expensive.
Our next stop, via an eight passenger cab, was to
the mountain that flanks the city. Some pretty
views. Then on to another enormous crowded
indoor market where I tried blood sausage,
jaepchae, dumplings, and who knows what (I
avoided the pig’s feet. Who knows where the animal
walked).
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Indoor Market Display

June 9

Up early for the train to Busan (or Pusan, it’s hard to
tell the diﬀerence between “B”’s and “P”’s in Korean).
We arrived a little after 12 and took a taxi to the Lotte
Hotel. The Lotte is next to the Lotte department store
making it convenient to shop and sleep in one venue.
After lunch we courageously tried to take the subway
to the fish market. We ran into few problems. Seniors
ride for free. But the ticket dispensing machine needs
evidence of your age and won’t take our passports as
evidence. Then we found out the same machine only
takes ones (actually 1,000’s, the Korean won
equivalent). We mostly had fives. Finally, with change
obtained and with tickets in hand we headed to the
turnstiles. One of us went through ahead of the others.
Mistake. Wrong side of the tracks, the train is going in
the opposite direction. He needed to go through the
entrance on the other side of the platform. How to get
back out thru the turnstiles without wasting the round
trip fare? It took some kindly strangers’ advice to
show the way.
When we finally got to the fish market we weren’t
disappointed. The variety of edible(?) marine life was
impressive. Crabs of all sizes, shelled mollusks, squid,
octopi, sea urchins, and fish of many shapes, alive
and struggling to swim free. There were tables on
which to eat but we opted for a fancier and less
odiferous setting. So back to Lotte and another
fabulous food court in the basement of the
department store.

Busan From Hotel Window

Live Crab at Fish Market

We had another incident after eating. The food court
begins shutting down at 8PM. The department store
shortly thereafter. We returned from the fish place late
and ate even later. After eating, on our way back to
the hotel, through the warren of passages between
the store and the hotel, they shut the entrances and
we were almost trapped. An angry security guard had
to open up a gate to let us out.

June 10

After breakfast we took a jumbo taxi ($30/hr) to a trail
on a mountain near the ocean. The trek was about 3
miles long and one mile up and down. The path was
relatively well maintained with composite wood stairs
at many spots. Some great views.
We got back just in time to take the Lotte Hotel’s free
tour. It was all eight of us in a big bus. We walked
along Busan’s main beach and then visited a Bhuddist
temple. The last was too crowded for my tastes.
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View From the Coast Trail

June 11

We hired the same jumbo taxi to take us to Geoje, a city close
to Busan made up of a number of islands. Upon arrival, we
took a ferry to Haegeumgang island, a small islet with a huge
private botanical garden. The sea appeared calm at first but we
soon encountered a few rough spots that resulted in a number
of passengers heaving over the side (luckily none of us).
Upon returning to the mainland, we motored over to
Gamcheon, a quaint section of Busan that has been left
unrenovated. It’s a hillside area full of old small houses, painted
in a variety of colors, which has become a tourist destination.
A few
observations
upon our last
full day in
Korea. The
Haegeumgang
cities,
Botanical Garden
judging from
both Seoul
and Busan are incredibly clean, especially
compared to similar cities back home. That’s
surprising because there were hardly any
garbage cans visible. Where does the trash
go? Who does the cleaning up? Several
days later, in Kyoto, I asked these questions
to our guide (the same phenomenon occurs
throughout Japan). She said that Japanese
( and I guess this goes for Koreans too) take
their trash home! I found that hard to believe
but I don’t have another explanation.

Gamcheon

Then there’s the phenomenon of Han’gŭl, the writing system of Korea. When I first looked at it,
I thought it was similar to Chinese, with somewhat simpler symbols. Wrong. Koreans writing
uses an alphabet, not pictographs like Japanese or Chinese. It was instituted in the 15th
century by King Sejong the Great who felt that literacy would be increased if a simpler writing
system could be employed. Prior to that the Koreans used Chinese characters to write their
language. King Sejong’s stratagem worked. The institution of the writing system is celebrated

An Example of han’gŭl
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by a holiday in October. Surely Korea is the only country that has a day of observance to mark
the anniversary of its writing system.
Dining in a Korean restaurant is, in some ways, a culinary experience unlike any other. Many
cultures place various foods on the table before the meal. Bread, butter, and water are familiar
examples in American restaurants. Korean restaurants take this to an extreme. Typically a
Korean meal begins with six to 12 or more unordered little dishes placed before you. Pickled
radish, egg salad, kimchi are often oﬀered. And several unidentifiable ones as well. Everyone at
the table takes a little taste with the supplied metal chopsticks (which, btw, are much more
diﬃcult to manipulate than wooden ones). Another practice that we found diﬀerent was that the
napkins that were supplied were tiny. I suppose that the natives are neater than foreigners.
Despite these minor issues, I found Korea a splendid place to visit. The people were warm and
welcoming. The streets were clean, the food was great, we could drink the water, and it was
not too expensive. And it was exotic, with a culture that is a fascinating contrast to our own. Of
course the eight of us had the advantage of
traveling with a native speaker. It might have
been more diﬃcult on our own.

June 12

Up at 5AM. An hour later we loaded into a
“jumbo taxi” (the same one that we toured in
yesterday) and were oﬀ to the airport. Some
minor hassles. We had a hard landing in Osaka
but walked away without any damage.
We then figured out how to take the train into
the city. It was a pleasant 30 minute trip. It
took some doing, but we located our hotel, the
Marriott, and checked in. They didn’t have our
room ready so we went down to B2 and ate
some first rate curry. (The hotel is in the tallest
building in Osaka. But it starts on the 19th
floor. A considerable amount of space below is
Osaka Marriott View
taken by a
department
store with a fabulous two story food court in its basement).
Sated, we found our guide, Suga, who showed us the
highlights of Osaka. It was supposed to be a four hour tour,
but we quit early because we had gotten up so early. Back to
the hotel and up to our room on the 53rd floor. What a view!

June 13

Kyoto Train Station

We took the express train to Kyoto, which has a fantastic
train station, modern, big, and teeming with people. In Kyoto
our guide was a middle aged, single mother of a 26 year old
son living at home. Her English was good and she led us a
merry chase around the city, making use of the subway as
the principle means of transportation. We visited the bamboo
forest, ate pho for lunch (at a place that housed 8 near
identical eateries), and ended our visit with a temple
excursion. Back to our hotel in Osaka by train. Thanks to our
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week long railroad pass
these repeated train trips
were relatively
inexpensive.

June 14

On to Tokyo! We got up
early to ensure plenty of
time to locate the proper
train and track (we
already had reserved
seats). After being
assured that we were
headed in the right
direction by two railroad
employees, we arrived at
track 18 with twenty
minutes to spare.
Osaka Street
Unfortunately , while the
track number was
correct, we were in the wrong station. After much turmoil,
we found two employees who could provide accurate
information. They took us back to the ticket counter, issued
us new tickets for a train that would take us to the proper
station, and changed our reservations for a later bullet train
to Tokyo.
Bamboo Forest
The railroad system in Japan is overwhelmingly complex.
Virtually every station that we stopped at oﬀered numerous
possibilities for transfers to other lines. And the subway
system and multiple railroad lines intermix in convoluted ways. For example, to get to our bullet
train from Osaka we had to take a Japan Rail train. But to get to it we needed to pass through
the subway system. To get through the automatic turnstiles
guarding the subway entrance required a subway ticket. To
bypass the turnstiles, we had to show our railroad passes
to guards. It didn’t seem like the most eﬃcient way of
managing things. But it worked. And it’s much better than
any train system back in the States.

Once we got on the bullet train, the trip was excellent.
Food was oﬀered, the seats were roomy, the cars were
quiet, and the ride was smooth. When we arrived we found
the complementary Hilton bus and were swiftly transported
to our hotel. After a rest, we found an Italian restaurant in
the hotel basement and ate there. The food was excellent
and not too expensive. We booked a more typical
Japanese establishment for the next night.

June 15

Today wasn’t fun. I awoke with a sore throat and runny
nose. It was raining and raw. Despite that I went to lunch
and then dinner (fancy Japanese food with a waitress who
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Tokyo Street Scene

didn’t speak any English), and then to bed. Not good. Just a
few hours uncomfortable sleep.

June 16

Our last full day in Japan. Still sick. Sinuses full. But the
weather is perfect. There’s sunshine all around. The
temperature is in the 80’s. To alleviate congestion, I
purchased some Japanese nose spray. The clerk said it
was strong. It helped. We went to lunch at a shabu-shabu/
sukiyaki restaurant. It consisted of a lot of high quality
meat. Then out for a brief walk along the Tokyo streets.
Then back to the hotel to get back some of the sleep that I
lost last night.

June 17

We had a half day left in Tokyo before we had to get to the
airport. My cold was better. We got up late, packed, and
went to the train station early because we had misplaced
our reserved seat tickets. It really wasn’t much of a
problem since our Japan Rail pass allowed us new seats.
Tokyo Street Scene
We took an earlier train than planned and arrived at Norita
with an hour to spare. Our flight was supposed to cross the
Pacific and the continental US and land in Washington DC. From there there’s a direct flight
back to Austin. At the airport we noticed that there was a direct flight to Houston, leaving
earlier and getting in quite a bit before the DC to Austin arrival time. A very friendly United
agent spent 15 minutes changing our reservation, allowing us to retain our business class
seating.
The flight over was long, boring, and uncomfortable.
I took an Ambien but only managed a few hours of
sleep. However, I suﬀered no ill eﬀects from the
drug. The Houston to Austin flight took oﬀ a little bit
later than scheduled, but we learned that the flight
from Washington to Austin, our original route, was
delayed several hours and wouldn’t have reached
Austin until after 11PM. As it is, we got picked up by
WingZ a little after six and arrived home by 6:30PM.
Overall it was a long but rewarding trip. We’ve been
to Europe many times, but Korea and Japan are
much more exotic destinations. The language
diﬀerences add to the unfamiliarity of the
experience. In most of Europe you can make sense
of the signs, or at least guess what they mean.
That’s not the case in the two countries that we
visited. And when a sign was translated into English,
the results were often unclear or humorous. It made
me feel more of a foreigner than in countries with a
Latin alphabet.
The cultural diﬀerences are wider than between
western Europeans and Americans. For instance, I
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couldn’t imagine a train conductor bowing to the occupants as he departed a car in any
country other than Japan.
These diﬀerences made the trip fascinating and illuminating. Everywhere I turned there was
something unanticipated, often something surprising. On the other hand, the trip served to
reinforce a view that I already held. People are the same all over. Despite language diﬃculties,
we could make sense of each others gestures. We could smile at each other when we reached
a common understanding. We both could make silly faces at a baby or smile at a wayward
kitten. It’s clear that the Japanese and Koreans, despite language, racial, and cultural
diﬀerences, share most characteristics with everybody else. That insight added a little
optimism to an increasingly pessimistic world.
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